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Trump Aiming to Match Reagan’s 1986 Tax Reform Success 
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Tax Reform Has Momentum

June 2016: 
House GOP 

Blueprint
April 2017: 

Trump Tax Plan 
July 2017: Gang 

of Six Joint 
Statement

August 2017: 
Senate 

Democrats 
Statement of 

Principles 
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What’s Next? 
Ambitious, but not impossible scenario 

October 2017: 
House/Senate 
approve FY18 

Budget Resolution 

November 2017: 
House marks up bill 
week of November 6, 
then Senate follows

December 2017: 
House/Senate to 
conference tax 

reform bills 

Can they reach 
consensus? 



The Big Reveal – Tax Reform Bill Released 
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Impact of Repeal and 
Replace Efforts?

Infrastructure?

Trump Factor

Freedom Caucus?

Sen. Schumer, Rep. 
Pelosi & the Dems

Key Challenge for 
GOP….   Governing!

Tax 
“Reform” 

Landscape



Proponents of Tax Reform are Optimistic

• GOP Desperately Needs a Win.
• Health care was emotional – tax reform is intellectual. Is that true? 
• Controversial Border Adjustment Tax (BAT) nixed.
• Broad bipartisan agreement that tax code needs updating.

But significant challenges remain….

• Tax reform is hard. 
• Limited legislative days left in 2017.
• Can the White House lead? 
• Where is the tax reform plan? 



Democrats demand bipartisan tax reform after healthcare failure

1% pays
• Democrats said 

that they would 
not sign a law 
that gives tax 
breaks to the 1% 
of wealthiest 
Americans. 
They urged 
Republicans to 
work for the 
middle class

45 Democratic senators co-signed a letter with demands 

Deficit neutral
• Democrats’ 

final demand 
was that the 
reform not add 
to the deficit, 
and that deficit 
reductions 
would not harm 
Medicaid, 
Medicare and 
Social Security

Regular order
• Democrats are 

demanding that 
Republicans 
respect 
procedure and 
avoid pushing 
tax reform 
through 
Congress by 
using 
reconciliation



Municipal Bonds at Risk in Tax Reform 
Tax reform under a Republican president 
and Republican congress could be the 
most significant reform since the Tax 
Reform Act of 1986 which contained 
restrictions on municipal bonds

There is real concern that exclusion on 
interest for tax exempt bonds could be 
capped, eliminated or otherwise 
modified in order to raise revenue, 
particularly if SALT limitations are 
dropped or modified

Alternatively, Capitol Hill and White 
House have said Private Activity Bonds 
are vulnerable



House Republican Blueprint for Tax Reform

• Calls for the repeal of unnamed special interest 
provisions in the tax code

• The repeal of special interest provisions in the tax code 
could include the exemption for municipal bonds  



• Placed a surtax on tax-exempt bond 
interest earned by high income taxpayers

• Congressional leaders and White House 
said to be reviewing Camp proposal for 
ideas as fallback to Blueprint 

Camp 2014 Tax Reform Proposal
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Gang of Six leading tax reform on Capitol Hill – Who matters 

Speaker Paul Ryan (R-WI)
“There is not another thing we 

can do in Congress – that will do 
more to grow this economy, lift 

wages, help people get a 
raise….than doing tax reform. 

This is it. This is a game changer 
for our economy.”   

Rep. Kevin Brady (R-TX)
“The American public is genuinely 
divided on whether Obamacare 

works for them or not. But there is no 
one out there defending the current 

tax code. There is no one saying 
‘woohoo, let’s have more of this 

complexity, and cost, and special 
loopholes for some. They really want it 

simplified.”  

Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-KY)
“Tax reform is what we are 

about. If there is anything that 
unifies Republicans, it is tax 

reform…We have been looking 
for this opportunity for years. We 
now have a president who will 

sign it.”  

Sen. Orrin Hatch (R-UT)
“Anyone with experience with the Senate 
Finance Committee knows that we are not 

anyone’s rubber stamp. If a bill – particularly 
on something as consequential as tax 

reform – is going to pass in this committee, 
the members of the committee will have to 
be involve din putting it together. I have no 

desire to exclude any of my Democratic 
colleagues from this discussion, and I’m not 
determined to report anything by a party-

line vote.”  

“Treasury Secretary Steve Mnuchin
“It took Ronald Reagan over two 
years on a bipartisan basis to get 
tax reform done. If we get it done 
this year, it will be extraordinary.”

“National Economic Advisor Gary Cohn
“Why am I here? I am here just for this 

reason. Think about the opportunity I am 
involved in with President Trump to rewrite 

the tax code. This is a once in a lifetime 
opportunity.”  



“Comprehensive tax reform is 
the challenge before us. The 
current code is unnecessarily 
complex, anti-competitive and 
picks winners and losers. America 
is on the verge of its first 
comprehensive tax code 
overhaul in a generation.” 
– David Kautter, Assistant 
Secretary of the Treasury for Tax 
Policy 

Other Key Leaders on Tax Reform 

“There is room for bipartisan tax 
reform, but it must be fiscally-
responsible and it must not come 
at the expense of hard-working 
Americans.” 
– Rep. Nancy Pelosi, Democratic 
Leader, House of Representatives 

“There is a real potential for 
bipartisan support on tax reform. 
The best tax reform is bipartisan 
tax reform aimed at helping the 
middle class.” 
– Sen. Chuck Schumer (D-NY), 
Minority Leader, U.S. Senate 

“My DNA is in the 
mayor’s office and I 
know how we used tax-
exempt bond financing. 
It worked quite well." 
– Ranking Member 
Richard Neal (D-MA)



What is the muni bond / PAB 
community doing? 

• Pro-actively engaging with Capitol Hill contacts to advocate for protecting 
and maintaining tax-exempt municipal bonds, particularly PABs and 
501(c)(3) bonds

• Continuing to work the Trump Administration at various levels to defend 
municipal bonds. 

• Supporting the work of other stakeholder groups and coalitions. 



Senator Tim Scott (R-SC)

Senate Finance Committee
• Subcommittee on Taxation 
• Chairman, Subcommittee on 

Fiscal Responsibility and 
Economic Growth 

Rep. Tom Rice (R-SC)

House Ways & Means Committee 



Other Issues 
• Revival of Bank Qualified / Infrastructure

• HQLAs

• MMF 

• MSRB MA Guidance
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Questions?

Chuck Samuels

CASamuels@mintz.com

(202) 434-7311 

Jessica Giroux

jgiroux@nabl.org

(202) 503-3290


